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ACADEMY TRUSTS



INTRODUCTION

GAG pooling has been described as “one of the greatest freedoms a

MAT has” and is an area that generates much interest, yet adoption levels

throughout the sector are still relatively low. This Trust Research Panel (TRP)

briefing note explores the benefits and barriers to GAG pooling, to help MATs

to understand what GAG pooling can look like and the varied approaches that

are being taken across the sector.

IMP Software hosted a panel discussion with Peter Wilson, CFO at Academy

Transformation Trust, Jonathan Bishop, CEO at Cornerstone Academy Trust

and Chris Kirk, Director at CJK Associates. There were 89 attendees, that

included Trustees, CEOs and CFOs, who raised questions and offered their own

views during the discussion. Following the panel discussion, a survey was sent

out to the TRP, led by CJK Associates, receiving 56 responses, the results of

which are summarised within this report.

About this research



OVERALL
BENEFITS OF
POOLING

Looking after financially weaker schools, or targeting additional resource to those

requiring educational support.

''We have more flexibility moving forward to help schools who have issues through

pupil roll changes'' 
Education Director, 21-30 Academies

It makes it easier to carry out Trust-wide projects e.g. setting aside funding for

Subject Groups for collaborative activities.

''This allows us to consider projects and capital across the Trust which would

perhaps exceed individual school reserves''
CEO, 2-5 Academies

In Trusts operating across multiple LA funding formulas, the ability to distribute

funding more fairly, and also therefore to have more transparent monitoring and

comparison between schools.

''Finance now follows educational need not LA funding models''

CEO, 21-30 Academies

Driving operational financial efficiencies through a single budget model.



OVERALL
BENEFITS OF
POOLING

It supports a shift to central operational services, which in turn can deliver service

efficiencies, leverage scarce expertise across more schools, achieve scale economies

through central procurement and free teachers to teach.

''There's been massive maximisation of budget and capital expenditure''
CEO, 11-20 Academies

It can provide clear and unambiguous lines of accountability, with central service

leaders responsible for operational budgets, and educational leaders including

Principals, responsible for educational budgets.

''Governance - we are able to stress that there is greater control and value''
CEO, 21-30 Academies

It can speed up and improve the quality of financial reporting capabilities.

''We have better budget management within academies''
COO, 21-30 Academies



WHAT IS
YOUR TRUST'S
POSITION IN
TERMS OF
RESERVES?

29%
pool all their reserves

23%
don't pool but would like to

23%
don't pool and don't intend to



The larger trusts in our survey were more likely to be pooling

all reserves, and the largest unmet need (''not pooling but

would like to'') was for those with 6-10 academies)

*3 responses could not be coded in this way

POSITION ON
RESERVES
FINDINGS



WHAT IS YOUR
TRUST'S
APPROACH TO
GAG POOLING?

38%
we don't pool our GAG and

dont intend too

27%
we don't pool our GAG but

would like too

18%
we pool all our GAG



As with reserves, larger Trusts were more likely to be already

pooling GAG than smaller ones, and the as yet unmet ambition to

GAG pool was higher for smaller Trusts, especially 2-5 academies.

APPROACH TO
GAG POOLING
FINDINGS



An Integrated Curriculum Financial Planning (ICFP) led

model - allocations to schools are calculated based on a  

curriculum staffing and educational resource model, with

the balance retained centrally for services, Trust-wide

initiatives, and allocating additional support where

needed across the academies. Of 16 Trusts which

reported some or all GAG pooling, 7 chose this model.

An Age-Weighted Pupil Unit (AWPU) led model - central

services budget requirements are removed, and a new

AWPU led model is agreed in order to allocate funds to

schools. Approaches to local entitlements e.g. High

needs, Pupil Premium, Area Costs etc may vary

depending on the Trusts circumstances. 6 of the GAG

pooling Trusts chose this model.

MODELS OF
GAG POOLING

''We only pooled factor 1 and the factor

2-4 (local nuances and deprivation) are

still given to each academy''
CFO, 21-30 Academies



A fully centralised model in which schools do not have

individual budgets, although of course there may be

individual budget holders at school level depending on

the Trust's arrangements. However, none of the 14 GAG

pooling Trusts reported using this model.

There are hybrids possible within the above approaches, for

example different arrangements for Special Schools/AP and

Mainstream schools.

MODELS OF
GAG POOLING

'Top-Slice max' - this is not full GAG pooling but consists

of continuance of local budgets, with high degree of

services, contingency and reserves.



BARRIERS TO
POOLING
FUNDS

Pooling funds is not a choice that all Trusts want to make. Reasons for not

pooling usually include:

A view that academy funds are allocated for students in that school, and it would

be unfair to use them in other schools. This could apply to reserves brought in on

joining the Trust, or to annual allocations. Uneven levels of reserves or annual

surplus/deficit sharpen this concern.

''Thinking as a Trust rather than as individual schools - we are still working to overcome

this''

CEO, 2-5 Academies

Uneven levels of reserves or annual surplus/deficit sharpen the concern.

''Significant differences in levels of funding meaning that one academy had

high levels of reserves and another virtually none''
CEO, 2-5 Academies



BARRIERS TO
POOLING
FUNDS

Pooling funds is not a choice that all Trusts want to make. Reasons for not

pooling usually include:

Concerns about a reduction in school autonomy.

''Schools have previously been used to dealing with their own funds''
CEO, 21-30 Academies

''Reducing local agency - we built a case for equity for pupils''
CEO, 21-30 Academies

''Initially governors but over time they have understood how we prioritise our

schools.....and flow finances to support where required''
Trust Chair, 11-20 Academies



Fear of investing funds into an Academy that might be rebrokered

It's not yet a priority

Pooling is a possible barrier to schools joining the Trust, especially if they

come with strong finances

For those Trusts that would like to GAG pool but have not done so, the points

above are often barriers in some schools. In addition, the following more

practical points are also made:

BARRIERS TO
POOLING
FUNDS

Once Trusts have decided to pool GAG, they need to overcome further barriers.

''I strongly felt that this would be a barrier to growth and attracting schools to

join the Trust''

CEO, 2-5 Academies



HOW TO MAKE
AND SUSTAIN
THE CHANGE

For Trusts that would like to move to pooling funds, there are a set of managerial

considerations, and an equally important set of change management

considerations. The belief that ''we are one Trust, our leaders are responsible for

students, we are stronger together'' is likely to underpin all of the points below.

Aligning accountabilities and the Scheme of Delegation, and how this links to

reporting and local governance: if a central team is responsible  for planned

maintenance for all schools, this alters the responsibilities of Principals/LGBs/ACCs

regarding estates.

Managerial Considerations

''We had to give clear accountability to the individual schools for careful

management''
CEO, 2-5 Academies

''Schools must have responsibility for local education staffing budgets as they are

held to account for their performance''
CEO, 6-10 Academies



HOW TO MAKE
AND SUSTAIN
THE CHANGE

Setting clear 'gives and gets' (or service level agreements as used in some Trusts)

between central teams and academies: what services will be delivered and what is

the local school's role in supporting these.

''The importance was to ensure them that their academy was not going to miss

out on any future investment (e.g. estates, ICT, etc) and that any of their local

requirements would always be considered as part of a three-year plan for such

spend''
CFO, 21-30 Academies

Ensuring the operations teams have the capacity and capability to deliver central

services.



HOW TO MAKE
AND SUSTAIN
THE CHANGE

Updating systems and processes: centrally held funds shouldn't mean they are

unresponsive to local need. Decision-making can still be close to the point of

delivery. For example, a cloud based finance system with clear delegation to

budget holders is likely to be important.

Clarity about how schools can access any additional funding: the process and

criteria for accessing additional in-year funds should be transparent and fair.



HOW TO MAKE
AND SUSTAIN
THE CHANGE

Change Management Considerations

An open and honest discussion about whether the Trust believes that a student at

one school is a collective responsibility, or whether the role of school leaders is to

do the best for students on their site. There is legitimacy in both, clarity is key.

''Dealing with the feeling of losing out, but for the greater good. A lot of open and

honest conversations''
Director of Primary, MAT 21-30

Ensuring collective discussion about the benefits: are they clear, and can they

actually be realised?



HOW TO MAKE
AND SUSTAIN
THE CHANGE

Consider the value of pooling as providing shared risk/insurance: it may be that a

school that is a net giver now would be in the need of collective support later.

''Local HT and governing boards of those academies who had built up large individual

reserves had reservations about pooling reserves. We demonstrated the overall Trust values

of ensuring consistent standards for every pupil and also the joint approach that would be

required to weather the future economic uncertainties''
COO, 11-20 Academies

Transparency: it may be tempting to shroud the arrangements in some mystery, to

avoid the discussion about winners and losers. In the long run, transparency about

the arrangements, and especially how funds and additional funds are allocated,

promotes grown-up conversations.

''Need to do what's right and have a transparent estates strategy of

need''
CEO, 11-20 Academies



HOW TO MAKE
AND SUSTAIN
THE CHANGE

Are Principals and Local Governance a key part of the leadership team

deciding that this is right and how to do it?

Are the central teams fully committed and aware that they will be more

accountable for results?

Ownership:

Pace for change: does the Chair of Board/CEO/CFO have the bandwidth to

manage this alongside any other considerations?



Trusts need to achieve agreement about the collective responsibility for all

students as a precursor for successful pooling. There is scope for Trusts that

have not yet pooled, especially smaller ones without large central teams, to learn  

from those which are already doing so. Arrangements for pooling funds for High

Cost student allocation and Special Needs/AP schools requires further

exploration.

NEXT STEPS



CJK Associates

CJK Associates is a specialist consultancy bringing business-like mindset to the

important mission of education. We help school Trusts with culture, strategy,

organisational design and development, procurement and fundraising activities. 

www.cjkassociates.co

IMP Software

IMP Software provides a specialist budgeting, forecasting and financial

reporting solution, built specifically for Multi-Academy Trusts. Now working

with 400 schools across the country, IMP is helping MATs to systemise their

financial management processes by removing manual intervention, increasing

consistency and giving confidence in the robustness of the MAT-wide forecasts.

www.impsoftware.co.uk

The Trust Research Panel

The Trust Research Panel is managed by CJK Associates. Trust Research Panel

members take part in interesting and engaging surveys by e-mail and/or

phone, and earn Amazon vouchers, plus access to a selection of our survey

results, research summaries and policy papers.

To register for the Trust Research Panel  go to https://www.cjkassociates.co/register


